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● Process of routinely observing environmental 
phenomena, undertaken by community members 
and can involve external support by researchers

● Means of documenting local environmental 
changes
○ fine grained, local scale
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“We just knew this was going to happen. The 
ice blew out because it was just too flat 
where there were no anchors or ice ridges to 
the sea floor.”
- Billy Adams, Utqiaġvik, January 2020

“It’s been a warm wet 2 weeks...it got very windy 
& flooded the main road... More open water, 
bigger waves, much more warm temperatures, 
& wet windy weather all contribute to this. In 
the 80's it was like shooting a single shot BB gun to 
the beach with not much effect.. very tiny 
impact...now the guns have gotten much 
bigger...shooting thousands of rounds everywhere 
and around the clock” - Billy Adams, Utqiaġvik, 
August 2019

● AAOKH is a long-term community-based monitoring 
effort which works with a network of Iñupiat 
community observers to document changing Arctic 
environmental conditions including weather, wildlife, 
ocean/sea ice phenomena and community activities

● Database with 10+ years of observations

● A changing Arctic environment can have implications 
for access and availability of subsistence resources

● Network of observers share their narrative of 
environmental changes, informing a broader 
understanding the changing Arctic

● Shown here are documented changes for Utqiaġvik 
and Point Hope from three community observers:

○ seasonal cycle changes, extreme weather events 
and changing sea ice conditions
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“Here’s some pictures of the beach, waves went 
into some of the beacon hill lakes from the 
strong south winds. Went to kukpuk today and 
reset nets today.”
- Guy Omnik, Point Hope, November 2020

“Still no ocean 
ice this is straight
down from town on the south beach. Today 
1°, North east winds 20-25 mph”
- Guy Omnik, Point Hope,

January 2021 

“Only shorefast left on Chukchi side is from 
the dump to the Point. East winds has 
blown out the water. Lower lagoon is nearly 
dry, high ridges in front of duck camp has 
sunk and just broken up all the ridges. Ice 
was drifting North but NE winds has blown 
some of the large broken ice to the Chukchi 
side.”
- Joe Mello Leavitt, Utqiaġvik, July 2020
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